Extension of Online Reporting Activities for Candidates allotted seat in
CSAB special Round -II
Dear Candidates,
Based on the large numbers of request from candidates who were allotted seat
in CSAB Special Round II allotment and could not pay the seat acceptance fee
(including document upload and verification) due to Cyclone Nivar in the southern
part of the country, it has been decided to provide an opportunity to such candidates.
In light of this it is to inform all the candidates who have been allotted seat in
CSAB Special Round II and could not complete the document upload and seat
acceptance fee payment, that extension to upload documents and pay the seat
acceptance fee is being extended up to 08:00 PM on 06-12-2020 as per the following
schedule.
Sl No
1.
2.
3.

Activity

Date

Time

Online Document Upload and Payment of

04-12-2020 (10:00 AM)

Seat Acceptance Fee

To 06-12-2020 (08:00 PM)

Document Verification and Respond to query

05-12-2020 (10:00 AM)

Raised by Verifying Officer

To 07-12-2020 (08:00 PM)

Online Reporting for Admission at Finally

08-12-2020 (10:00 AM)

allotted Institute*

To 09-12-2020 (10:00 PM)

Candidates are advised to ensure the completion of activity (at Sl No.1 in the above
table) well in advance (before 08:00 PM till 06-12-2020), else document verification
will not start which may lead to CANCELLATION of the allotted seat and participation
fee already paid will be forfeited as per rules. Further, candidates are required to
respond the queries raised by Verifying Officers, if any (Activity at Sl No.2 in the
above table), within the schedule as mentioned above. It is mandatory to respond the
queries in order to ensure the seat confirmation.
After successful completion of Document verification, you will be required to take
admission in finally allotted Institute as per the above-mentioned schedule.
Candidates who have already taken admission may ignore this.
*The left-over candidates who have secured their seat but not taken admission at their finally allotted
Institute (Including JoSAA and CSAB Special Rounds) can also report for admission during 07-12-2020
and 08-12-2020.
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